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Love scenarios to digest
Danielle Crowe

Set to a popular and eclectic array
of Broadway show tunes, I’m Perfect, I’ll Change You, That’s Love!
highlights some of the most familiar situations facing couples
today. In the show, theatre company PEP Productions takes the
controversy of relationships out of
the closet and puts it on stage.
Director Julia Roper described

the show as a cheeky look at life.
‘‘From dating to love tiffs and
weddings, to married life, I am
convinced there will be at least one
moment where the action on stage
is all too familiar,’’ Roper said.
One of the 11 cast members, Kate
Burns, of Warrandyte, said the
show was of particular interest
because it had a theme everyone
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A NEW show exploring the complications of love, relationships and
life is coming to the Doncaster
Playhouse.
The bold, mischievous and sharp
production tackles the dramas,
difficulties and delightful moments
in different kinds of relationships.
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Thespians Jenter Zilm, Felicity Eastwood, Suzanne Tate, Latecha Cadle, Jenifer Biggs and Eleanor Horsburgh are presenting a play about love. Picture: MARK WILSON

could relate to. ‘‘It’s a great
ensemble of music, dance and a
look at various kinds of relationships, including family, friends
and children,’’ Burns said.
Like relationships, the production explores the highs and
lows of life. ‘‘We wanted to give the
show more depth by exploring nonconventional relationships, infi-

delity, heartache and attempts at
reconciliation,’’ Roper said. ‘‘We
also look at self-image, rejection,
communication breakdowns, and
long-distance relationships.’’
>> I’m Perfect, I’ll Change You,
That’s
Love!
is
on
from
November 20 to 22 at the Doncaster Playhouse, 679 Doncaster
Rd. Bookings: 0423 935 320.

